FISHER WEISMAN COLLECTION

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
General Care
All furniture and lighting should be maintained regularly to preserve finish and condition. Take
care to not place your Fisher Weisman pieces in direct exposure to sunlight or a heat source as
this will cause finishes and materials to change and deteriorate over time.

Lighting cleaning instructions
Dust with a soft dry cloth regularly. To protect the finish, do not use cleaners or abrasives.

Metal Leaf finish cleaning instructions
Use a slightly damp cloth to clean. Wipe dry to protect the finish, do not use cleaners or
abrasives.

Leather cleaning instructions
Dust with dry microfiber cloth. Avoid using solvents, furniture polishes, and abrasive cleaners. A
damp cloth may be used if necessary, but take care not to soak the skin or exert pressure onto
the surface of the leather. Soap and excess water may cause damage to the leather. In extreme
cases, saddle soap may be applied with a damp sponge and buffed dry. Minor spills should be
wiped immediately with a clean cloth. Persistent stains should be checked by a leather
specialist to avoid any possible damage. For minor scratches, use a chamois to gently buff out
the scratch.
For best care, do not place furniture near sources of heat or under direct sunlight so that the
leather does not dry out or crack over time. Moisturize every two months, or when required,
with a commercial cream leather moisturizer.
Wood cleaning instructions
Wipe with a damp, clean cloth. Do not clean with solvents such as alcohol or acetone. A soft
bristle brush can be used to remove any hard-to-reach grime. Dust regularly with a soft, dry
cloth. An oil based cleaner and polish can be used to maintain shine. Apply with a dry cloth
and buff for optimal results. Note that it is recommended that this material be used only when
necessary and not in excess.
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Papel Amate finish cleaning instructions
Our Papel Amate veneer is an artisanal material, handcrafted of wood fiber and protected with
multiple layers of a durable, hand-rubbed clear finish with a low sheen. Each batch of Papel
Amate has unique characteristics that add interest but prevent our craftsman from delivering
predictably uniform color and visual texture on every surface.
Use a slightly damp cloth to clean. Wipe dry to protect the finish, do not use cleaners or
abrasives. Avoid placing very hot objects directly on the surface.

Teak care instructions (Veracruz Collection):
Although teak is a durable outdoor material, our Veracruz collection is designed for use in
covered outdoor locations free of hot direct sun.
For best results, clean the wood from the day-to-day grime using a soft bristle brush or pad and
soapy water to remove any accumulation of dirt. Finish by wiping it down with water.
To maintain the original color of the teak wood, condition the wood on a regular basis with a
recommended teak oil product.
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